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TIP Tax-tied incomes policies/Tax-based incomes policies
TNC Transnational corporation
TRIMs Trade-Related Investment Measures
TRIPS Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights
UN United Nations
UNCTAD United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
UNDP United Nations Development Programme
UNEP United Nations Environment Programme
VER Voluntary export restraint
WTO World Trade Organisation
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Preface

Some forty years ago, there were rather simple and commonly accepted justifications
for government intervention in the economy.
Market failures at both the microeconomic and the macroeconomic level were con-

sidered so widespread and deep as to justify programmed action by government. In the
late 1940s authors such asR. Frisch, J. Tinbergen,H. Theil and others began to develop
the so-called ‘theory of economic policy’. On the basis of fixed targets or a social pref-
erence function, as well as an analytical model of the economy and the assumption of
rational policymakers, consistent levels of policy instruments were derived for static
and dynamic settings.
This theory had to face two main challenges. The first was advanced on theoretical

grounds by economists such as Coase, Friedman, Lucas and adherents of the theory
of ‘public choice’, who tended to reaffirm the virtues of the ‘invisible hand’ while
underscoring numerous ‘non-market failures’. This challenge was largely met by the
theory of economic policy, which, on the one hand, recognised the possible existence of
government failures and, on the other, was reformulated in a way to overcome charges
of inconsistency.
The second challenge to the theory of economic policy has come more recently from

the evolutionof reality,with the globalisationofmarkets andproduction.Globalisation
has inducedmajor changes in society, the economy and economic policy. Globalisation
has given rise to a considerable change in the distribution of income both among
and within countries, often creating economic and social problems that governments
have struggled to address. In addition, globalisation has increased the exposure of
economies to external shocks by increasing their degree of international openness.
Most importantly, globalisation tends to reduce the decisionmaking independence of a
country, since its economic conditions cannot diverge significantly from those in other
economies. A specific aspect of this reduction in national policymakers’ independence
derives from the fact that almost no policy has only domestic effects. Exposure to
the global market thus constrains divergent behaviour by public (as well as private)
agents in the country in question. In particular, countries are exposed to the negative
consequences of permissive economic policies in other countries that seek to encourage
consumers and firms to move in. More generally, each national government faces

xxv
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xxvi Preface

constraints in the short term on its freedom to expand demand or to adopt structural
policy measures that increase the short-term costs of agents located in that country,
even if such measures could produce positive effects in the long term.
At the root of the problems that globalisation poses to the effectiveness of public

corrective action to remedy microeconomic and macroeconomic market failures is the
separation that it createsbetween thegeographical scopeofprivate institutions (markets
and firms), which are increasingly planetary in reach, and that of public institutions,
which largely remain national – or, atmost, regional – often hampering the effectiveness
of their action at the global (multilateral) level. This separation underlies the growing
problems of controlling public action, but these problems do not leave firms unscathed,
as they may reduce performance, at least in the long term.
This book has a dual purpose: first, to assess the impact on public conduct of private

action in a global context; second, to offer an overview of the difficulties of public
action in a globalised environment, and of trends within national governments and
regional and multilateral international organisations. It is addressed to students of
business courses, seeking to give them a framework in which to set corporate strategies
with an awareness of the terms on which public choices are made.
Part I of the book is devoted to a brief discussion of the arguments both for and

against themarket. The analysis ofmicroeconomic failures is completed by a discussion
of market failures that, given the present state of the discipline, can be best analysed
from a macroeconomic standpoint.
Part II of the book is devoted to a restatement of the ‘classic’ normative theory of

economic policy developed by Frisch, Tinbergen, Theil and others and to examining
criticism of this position, from the Lucas critique to the theory of political business
cycles and the theory of bureaucracy. Non-market failures are then discussed and, to
a certain extent, compared with market failures.
Taking both market and non-market failures into account, an analysis of specific

policy targets and instruments follows in part III, which dealswithmicroeconomic poli-
cies. The problems analysed in this part concern property rights, corporate governance,
public enterprises and privatisation; competition policies; policies for externalities and
public goods; industrial and regional policies, redistributive policies; social choice and
cost-benefit analysis (CBA).
Part IV considers macroeconomic policies in an open economy, dealing with mon-

etary policy, fiscal policy, incomes and price policies and general balance of payments
policies.
Part V is concerned with the role of public institutions in an international setting.

It analyses public institutions, in both the multilateral sphere (such as international
monetary systems and exchange rate regimes; development and trade organisations)
and at the regional level (the European Union).
Part VI deals with the internationalisation of private institutions – i.e. the globalisa-

tion of markets and production, the challenges of globalisation for public policies and
the quest for a new institutional setting.
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Preface xxvii

This textbook is intended for students who have completed at least a full year’s
study of both microeconomics and macroeconomics. No calculus is required, except
for a very few passages. Some boxes are added to most chapters to deal with specific
issues, often of a practical nature. Each chapter is completed by a summary. A detailed
subject indexmakes the book a helpful resource for consultation by the educated public
in general. A list of symbols, abbreviations and acronyms used in the text is provided
at the beginning of the book.
The terms emboldened in the text are key economic terms that the readermust absorb

as fundamental building blocks for their understanding of the subject.
This English edition owes much to a number of people or institutions who con-

tributed to it in various ways. Maria Pianta wrote one of the boxes. For other
boxes, I drew extensively on works by Scott Barrett, Massimo Florio, Vito Tanzi
and Jelle Visser. Other boxes reproduce parts of official documents of the ECB, IMF,
UNCTAD, World Bank and WTO. Luciano Milone, Alessandro Noce and Pietranto-
nio Valentino read parts of the text or gave their advice for improving it.
This book would have been impossible without the financial support of the Cassa di

Risparmio di Pescara in meeting the costs of translation.
VeronicaFedeli contributed her time and effortwith generosity. Brendan Jones trans-

lated the book with care and skill. Nicola Burton efficiently assisted in preparing the
volume and Chris Harrison carefully steered the book along its path and provided me
with valuable suggestions. I give my heartfelt thanks to all.
The book is dedicated to my children, Valerio and Roberta, who, as globetrotters,

can be thought of as living examples of globalisation.
I would be very grateful to readers who report any errors they may find or who wish

to offer suggestions and comments (nicola.acocella@uniroma1.it).

Nicola Acocella
University of Rome ‘La Sapienza’
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